You are invited to the
ANNUAL PCA FOUNDATION SEMINAR
Tuesday, April 25, 2017
Purina Farms Event Center
Gray Summit, Missouri

9:00 a.m. Registration

9:30 a.m. to 12 Noon and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Seminar

Introduction, update on Addison’s disease research and brief how-to on using UC Davis genetic diversity profiles, followed by our featured speaker Jane Killion presenting Puppy Culture, her acclaimed program to help breeders and owners do the right thing at the right time to ensure the best possible outcomes for puppies. Jane is a breeder, professional trainer, AKC conformation judge and author. Her book When Pigs Fly: Training Success with Impossible Dogs is the bible for working with non-biddable (stubborn) breeds. She and her husband breed Bull Terriers under the Madcap kennel name and have scores of performance and breed titles to their credit. Puppy Culture is the product of Jane’s quest for science and wisdom that would lead to best outcomes for her own puppies, a quest that ultimately led to a worldwide movement helping breeders take advantage of our power to give puppies their best possible start and prepare puppy buyers to follow through with the Puppy Culture program.

Health Testing Offered during PCA Week

Tuesday, April 25, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., and Wednesday, April 26, 9 a.m. to noon: OptiGen prcd-PRA testing at National Specialty discount, and blood draw for research on hereditary eye disorders in all varieties and possible genetics of Addison’s Disease in Standard Poodles.

Tuesday, April 25: CERF (OFA) eye clinic, $30. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Pre-register Monday at the health testing tables. Walk-ins are welcome if clinic slots are available.

DNA test kits will be available all week at special Foundation prices: vWD ($75), Neonatal Encephalopathy ($55) and Degenerative Myelopathy ($55).